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Critics frequently, sometimes irresponsibly, label

Spenser's poetry "emblematic" because of the appearance

of either striking allegorical figures or moral assertions.

This thesis establishes a standard for the application of

the term "emblematic": first, by defining those elements

which characterize emblems; second, by examining the

emblem's cultural milieu; and third, by analyzing the

"emblem patterns" that appear in The Faerie Queene.

The study concludes that these "emblem patterns"

transform the two essential elements of emblems to a

literary treatment: the emblem engraving takes the form

of a poetic description of allegorical figures or scenes;

the didactic poem is condensed to an explicit moral state-

ment. These "emblem patterns," then, can be regarded as

reasonable criteria for labelling Spenser's poem "em-

blematic."
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In an age governed by correspondences, an age in which

every element of creation was linked in some way to another,

allegory flourished as a means of clarifying these rela-

tionships. The Elizabethan love for allegory, in whatever

form, can be attributed, in part, to the desire to exercise

human reason; links between allegorical representations

and the abstract ideas for which they stood were valued,

not for any commonsense resemblance they might bear to one

another, but rather for the arbitrary intellectual bond

they established between concrete symbols and intangible

concepts. Allegory was a device for instruction; it was

designed to stimulate contemplation and to teach the reader

lessons about the nature of human life.

Of course, instruction did not necessarily have to

be solemn to be effective; witness the appearance of alle-

gorical scenes and figures in such incongruous places as

windowpanes, bedsteads, handkerchiefs, and gloves.' During

the English Renaissance, with its penchant for delight as

well as instruction, there arose a literary phenomenon

'Rosemary Freeman, English Emblem Books (New York:Octagon Books, 1948), pp. 5, 92, 94.
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peculiar to the Renaissance: the emblem. Patterned after

popular Continental models, English emblems succeeded be-

cause of a receptive atmosphere which encouraged creativity

and originality, The hundred years from 1586 to 1686 saw

the emblem tradition emerge, grow to perfection, and

eventually decline so that today the emblem is studied

"as a branch of antiquities rather than of learning,--as

inscriptions disinterred from the catacombs of bygone ages,

and not as the memorials of the wit and wisdom of some of

the foremost scholars." 2

Critics of the emblem have long been dismayed with

oversimplifications in discussions about emblems, yet the

most admiring of these commentators are, to some extent,

responsible for the superficial quality of the research.

For instance, Henry Green, initiator and advocate of emblem

scholarship, admits that "as works of genius , . . emblem

books can make no high pretensions; they were generally the

trifles for a day, rather than monuments for ages; and

though in many cases produced by men of great learning,

skill and talent, they belong to the things which amuse

and perchance delight, and not to those which invigorate

and enlighten the soul." 3 Even those convinced that emblem

2Geffrey Whitney, A Choice of Emblemes, ed. Henry
Green (New York: Benjamin Blm,19~67)p. xxxiv.

3Henry Green, Andrea Alciati and His Books of Emblems:A Biographical and Bibliographical Study (London: TrUbnier
and Co., 1872), p. ix.
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research represents a new frontier in literary criticism

tend to denigrate the importance of such an endeavor,

This ambivalent attitude on the part of the more prominent

critics of emblem literature about the ultimate value of

the genre contributes to a confusion about standards for

defining and ascribing a function to emblems.

Perhaps one of the most difficult problems critics

face is that of reaching a consensus on the definition

of the term "emblem," a problem which eventually complicates

the job of distinguishing between emblem books and other

types of pictorial representation. Most critics agree

that an emblem has three distinct parts: a motto which

states the theme, an allegorical picture which develops

the motto by presenting it in concrete symbols, and a

short, didactic poem which expands the theme depicted by

interpreting the accompanying picture and applying the

principle stated in the motto to the life of the reader

and, by extension, to all men. Picture and poem, although

intricately bound by theme, are designed to function in-

dependently if necessary. This fact leads to some dis-

agreement about which emblem collections can legitimately

be termed "emblem books." Some critics insist that only

those books in which the emblems include all three compo-

nents should be classified as "emblem books." Others,

such as Mario Praz, contend that variations on the emblem
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form--"naked emblems," for example, those without pictures--

can also be classified as emblems and deserve to be included

in emblem book bibliographies. Despite the unresolved

question about what to include under the heading of

"emblem," critics agree on one thing: "all doe tende

unto discipline, and morall preceptes of living,"'

The cycle in the development and eventual decay of

the emblem tradition in England can be charted by the

appearances of three emblem books, each of which epitomizes

the style of emblem associated with a particular period.

For example, Geffrey Whitney's A Choice of Emblemes,

published in 1586, is commonly recognized as the first

English emblem book. Influenced by Continental models

yet not confined by slavish imitation, Whitney produced

emblems in which the pictorial element and the literary

element were regarded as equally important. The plates

portray well-known historical, Biblical, or classical

personages or situations, and although the subjects and

themes cover a wide range of interests, the author's char-

acteristic handling of that material provides a unity not

found in other collections of the time. As the emblem

evolved over a period of time, adherence to convention

became less rigid, and, as freedom spawned creativity,

the more flexible emblem tradition reached its zenith

'Whitney, "To the Reader," A Choice of Emblemes.
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with Francis Quarles's Emblemes (1635). The traditional

episodes and conventional symbols or personifications were

replaced by original images; as Rosemary Freeman indicates

of this second type of emblem, it no longer treats subjects

that are universally known. Symbols in this second type

of emblem represent "the individual experience of the human

soul in its search for sanctity; their significance is

psychological."5  Because of their focus on reflection,

the Quarles-type emblems emphasize literary qualities

rather than pictorial, and it is for his poetry that Quarles

is recognized as the master of emblem tradition. By the

time of the appearance of Philip Ayre's Cupids Addresse

to the Ladies. Emblemata Amatoria (1683), emblems had de-

teriorated into either children's amusements or drawing-

room attractions. In reaction to the freedom experienced

by earlier authors, this third group of emblem writers

clung desperately to an inflexible allegorical convention

which had already become outdated and, hence, failed to

convince the reader of the integrity of the emblem. Images

were selected according to fancy rather than necessity; 6

relationships between images and the ideas for which they

stood were explicitly and tediously reiterated in the poem,

so that the understanding and appreciation of the allegory

required little mental capacity or imaginative ingenuity.

'Freeman, p. 119. "Freeman, p. 29.



If the emblem did not achieve the permanence it might

have as a reputable literary genre, at least it became in-

fluential in other areas. As Freeman says, "the emblematic

image , . . had potentialities as a medium for poetry." 7

Of the many Renaissance poets whose writings illustrate

an awareness of emblematic technique, Spenser is the most

frequently cited. The obvious similarities in theme between

his "Vision of the Worlds Vanitie" and emblems, or between

the explicit moral tags in "The Shepheardes Calendar" and
those found in emblems, need not be explored further here
since they are common knowledge. Oddly enough, critics

up to this time have avoided close analysis of The Faerie

Queene for traces of Spenser's adaptation of the emblem
form. The few references that have been made concentrate

on Spenser's ability to reproduce in words allegorical

figures which are reminiscent of those found in emblem

books; essentially, they compare the "pictures" described

by Spenser with the pictures engraved in emblems. But
this approach is flawed, for in emphasizing the pictorial

aspects of the emblem and ignoring the other essential

element, the moral, critics perpetuate the dichotomy between
the theories of pictorial art and those of literature in-

herent in this genre,

7Freeman, p. 31.

6
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Perhaps the mistake exists in considering the paral-

lels extrinsic instead of intrinsic. Spenser does describe

allegorical figures which are also found in emblem pictures,

but these same figures appear in other picture books of

the time as well as in tapestries, paintings, and manuscript

illuminations. Obviously, it is not the appearance of

common images which identifies these passages in Spenser's

poetry as "emblematic"; as Walter Ong maintains, these

images belonged to an allegorical vocabulary available to

a Renaissance artist working in any medium.8 Instead of

fragmenting the emblem into two parts--picture and poem--

and emphasizing only one or the other aspect when discussing

a poet's "emblematic" style, critics must consider both;

the philosophy which guided the emblematist in the creation

of his unique art form demanded such a synthesis. To

ignore this fundamental ideology which includes both

allegorical pictures and didactic poem as necessary emblem

elements is to misrepresent the emblem's influence on

literature.

Since Freeman' s study of the emblem tradition in

England and her frequent comments that Spenser, above

all other authors of the time, made the emblem an integral

Walter J. Ong, "From Allegory to Diagram in the Re-
naissance Mind: A Study in the Significance of the Alle-
gorical Tableau," JAAC, 17 (1958-59), 423-40.
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part of his poetry, critics have applied the term "em-w

blematic" rather irresponsibly to certain passages in

Spenser's poems, .referring in one instance to his uncanny

ability to recreate vivid allegorical figures and scenes,

in another to his method of imparting moral lessons.

In an attempt to standardize the use of the term

"emblematic" and yet retain both the decorative and

rhetorical aspects associated with the genre from which

the term derives., this thesis analyzes specific passages

in The Faerie Queene and concludes that structure should

be the criterion for identifying these passages as "em-

blematic." The appearance of "emblem patterns" in The

Faerie Queene verifies Spenser's consciousness of this

pervasive art form, his realization that its purposes

suited his own, and his adaptation of its principles to

a literary treatment.

9 Freeman, p. 103.



CHAPTER II

EMBLEMS: PROBLEMS OF DEFINITION

Partially because of its insecure literary status

and partially because of its inherently dualistic nature,

the emblem remains a relatively unexplored Renaissance

phenomenon. Various critics who devote their efforts

solely to the study of emblems note that while emblems

remain subjects of curiosity, they are accorded little

serious study as an independent genre. Even when they

do receive attention, the critics usually apologize before

going on to write an article which serves only to per-

petuate the confusion that already exists in this

nebulous field of study.

A survey of the major studies in emblem criticism

soon discloses a most disturbing fact; emblem critics

are unable to reach a consensus on the definitions for

certain fundamental concepts involved in their discipline.

This hesitancy results in a pandemonium of opinions, each

of which incorporates portions of other opinions but

none of which can be classified as the authoritative

definition of the term "emblem." Critics tacitly assume

that their readers are already acquainted with the term,

although they seldom demand that the reader distinguish

9
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those characteristics that determine whether or not a

passage can be labelled emblematic.

To date, only a handful of critics can be identified

as those whose works constitute the bulk of emblem study--

Henry Green, Robert J. Clements, Mario Praz, Rosemary

Freeman, Elizabeth Hill, and Peter Daly--and five of

these published no earlier than 1940. All of these critics

acknowledge the subsidiary status of the emblem book in

Renaissance literary history; nevertheless, they are suf-

ficiently impressed with the importance of emblems as in-

fluences on other genres to regard emblems worthy of

investigation.

Adhering resolutely to the idge fixe that emblems

rate closer scrutiny as literary subjects, Henry Green

initiated the serious study of the emblem tradition when

he published three separate volumes that constitute the

foundation for all subsequent emblem inquiries. First,

in 1866, Green edited a reprint of Geffrey Whitney's

A Choice of Emblemes (1586). Not only is this collection

invaluable to the scholar of emblem literature because

of its reputation as the first English emblem book, it

is also fascinating because it discloses the opinions of

a prominent emblem author about this unique art form. In

his essay "To the Reader," Whitney interprets the word "em-

blem" and briefly recounts its history and function:
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It resteth now to shewe breeflie what this worde
Embleme signifieth, and whereof it cometh, which
thoughe it be borrowed of others, & not proper in
the Englishe tonge, yet that which it signifieth:
Is, and hathe bin alwaies in use amongst us, which
worde being Greek XXa6ai, vel Xe Oli, is
as muche to saye in Englishe as "To set in, or to put
in:" properlie ment by such figures, or workes, as
are wroughte in plate, or in stones in the pavementes,
or on the waules, or such like, for the adorning of
the place: having some wittie devise expressed with
cunning woorkemanship, somethinge obscure to be
perceived at the first, whereby, when with further
consideration it is understood, it maie the greater
delighte the behoulder. And althoughe the worde
dothe comprehende manie thinges, and divers matters
maie be therein contained; yet all Emblemes for the
most parte, maie be reduced into these three kindes,
which is Historicall, Naturall, & Morall. Historicall,
as representing the acts of some noble persons, being
matter of historie. Naturall, as in expressing the
natures of creatures, for example, the love of the
yonge Storkes, to the oulde, or of such like. Morall,pertaining to vertue and instruction of life, which
is the chiefe of the three,.and the other two maye
bee in some sort drawen into this head. 1

This first study of Green's represents a veritable

vade mecum of the emblem, for in addition to offering fac-

simile reproductions of all Whitney's emblems, Green in-

cludes a number of appendices in which he outlines the

history of the emblem book in general, referring to its

probable evolution from such ancient models as Egyptian

hieroglyphics and the epigram; he attempts to trace specific

themes stated in emblems or particular configurations pic-

tured there to specific sources; he offers suggestions

about the parallels between emblems and certain elements

Whitney, "To the Reader,"
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in the literary works of authors contemporaneous with

Whitney--Shakespeare and Spenser, for example; and finally,

he includes a short biography of Geffrey Whitney and an

evaulation of the significance of Whitney's work,

Green's second volume expands the discussion of the

emblem writers' influence on Shakespeare, In a passing

remark, Green summarizes the approach taken to emblem

literature prior to his own time:

In the use of the word Emblem there is seldom
a strict adherence observed to an exact definition,--
so, when Emblem Literature is spoken of, considerable
latitude is taken and allowed as to the kind of works
which the terms shall embrace. 2

Fortunately, Green's dissatisfaction with the negli-

gence of earlier commentators in not establishing an emblem

vocabulary led him to propose restricting the scope of the

term "emblem." After surveying an impressive number of

emblem books published in Italian,. French, Dutch, German,

Spanish, Latin, and English, Green arrives at a functional

definition for the word. He contends that a "picture and

short poesie, expressing some particular conceit seem al-

most essential for bringing any work within the province

of Emblem Literature," 3 and insists that an emblem book

can be so termed only if it is a book "in which the art

2Henry Green, Shakespeare and the Emblem Writers
(London: Trubner and Co., 1870) ,p.7 30.

3Green, Shakepare, p. 31.
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of the engraver and the genius of the poet were both em-

ployed to illustrate one and the same motto, sentiment, or

proverbial saying."4 In compliance with this rather

limited definition, Green estimates the existence of

at least two hundred emblem book authors and the publi-

cation of more than 770 original emblem book editions

prior to 1616.

The third contribution of inestimable value made by

Green came in 1872, when he published Andrea Alciati and
His Books of Emblems: A Biographical and Bibliographical

Study. Although his remarks about the founder of the em-
blem tradition verge on panegyric, Green's final study

is regarded as a standard reference for information about
Alciati as well as about the dates and places of publica-

tion of the numerous Alciati editions. Even after having
devoted years to emblem study, Green makes a revealing,

even prophetic, comment:

To many a scholar, at the present day, thisemblemland is unknown; but surely that is no validreason why its peculiar wealth should still remainunchronicled?

Despite Green's enthusiasm, emblem criticism remained

dormant for the following fifty years, and, when a dis-
cussion finally did appear, it treated emblem books as

4Green, Shakespeare, p. 134.

'Green, Alciati, p. viii.
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members of a quaint, antiquated group of picturesque liter-

ary productions which included character books, familiar

letters, and courtesy books. The author, Elbert Thompson,

feels that "to know these books . . , is to establish con-

tact with the literary taste of our ancestor, and to see

in transitory intellectual fashions traits that are of en-

during interest to the human mind."6 Implicit in this

statement, of course, is the usual attitude toward emblems;

they are to be appreciated as memorabilia but not to be

taken seriously as literature.

According to Thompson, any allegorical figure sig-

nifying more than what is actually delineated was con-

sidered an emblem in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries; by defining emblems in this general way,

Renaissance critics eliminated the need to distinguish

them from other closely related forms which also depended

on the use of allegorical representations or writings. 7

Thompson enumerates these separate categories: mot,

insigne, heraldic device, imagini, and impresa.8

For instance, a "mot" consists of the simplest sort

of text applied in a special sense to a particular person;

Thompson alludes to the motto borne by Chaucer's Nun,

6Elbert N. S. Thompson, Literar Bypaths of the Re-naissance (New Haven, Conn. : Ya e University Preis7T192-),
p.vi.

'Thompson, p. 33. 'Thompson, pp. 39-42.
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"Amor vincit omnia," as an example of a mot. "Insignes,"

however, are allegorical pictures identifying family rela-

tions or indicating pledges; they were usually displayed

on banners or helmets. Since no mottoes or poems accom-

pany these symbols, they cannot be mistaken for emblems,

Like the mot and the insignes, heraldic devices are

symbolic pictures also. Unlike in the emblem, the motto
in the heraldic device merely identifies; it does not in-
corporate a moral assertion.

Although the forms of the next group, "imagini,"

and emblems are similar, Thompson distinguishes the two
partly on the basis of their appeal: the former are
designed to appeal to the cultured; the latter are intended
to satisfy the masses, poor and wealthy alike. Thompson
cites Caesar Ripa's Iconologia as an example of imagini.
A first glance might: lead one to classify this book as an
emblem collection, but Thompson insists that there are
certain basic differences in style between Ripa's presenta-
tions and true emblems. For instance, he points out that
no real mottoes label Ripa's pictures; only the name of
the allegorical figure heads each drawing, a characteristic
making imagini similar to the heraldic device. Each picture
features an allegorical personification of a particular

virtue or vice wielding symbolic objects. The imagini

ends with an enumeration of the objects detailed in the
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picture and an explanation of each object's significance

to the personified figure.

Finally, Thompson discusses "imprese," which, he says,

have two parts--picture and verse--often referred to as the

"body" and the "soul." Imprese symbols usually apply a

particular conceit to a particular individual, a charac-

teristic which distinguishes it from the emblemwhich

commonly expresses a universal truth. Imprese rarely

utilize human figures as allegorical symbols because custom

regarded the use of the human form as a representation of

another human form redundant and even improper. Since

imprese, like imagini, aim at a cultured audience, the

conceits which they embody are more covert and complex

than those of the emblem.

This delineation of the confusing relationship between

these similar forms may be somewhat idiosyncratic; never-

theless, a separation of types aids in the formation of

a clear definition of the word "emblem," Thompson not only

explicitly says what an emblem is not, he concisely states

what an emblem is: "the combination of motto, picture,

and short poem used collectively to expound some moral

or ethical truth."' In Thompson's estimation, emblems

are inherently paradoxical; they are designed to be

9Thompson, p. 29.
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thought-provoking, yet they must be ultimately clear since

their purpose is to instruct as well as to delight,

These definitions of the term "emblem" served ade-
quately as long as the subject remained relatively undoc-
umented; if few critics commented, few contradictions

could arise. But with the sudden manifestation of interest
in emblems that took place in the mid-1940's, critics faced
a serious problem; terms required precise definition.

At a point in the history of emblem research when
the definition of the word "emblem" needed reevaluation,
Rosemary Freeman's English Emblem Books appeared. Her
assessment of the history of the emblem tradition in
England, of the techniques and collective philosophy of
the English emblem writers, and of the influence emblematic
art asserted on other literary genres in Elizabethan and
Jacobean England distinguishes this study as a reference
book of the caliber and scope of Green's.

Although relegated to an appendix, Freeman's criteria
for regarding particular collections as emblem books, or
disregarding them and excluding them from her bibliography,
mark her study as vital to emblem criticism, In enumerating
the essential characteristics of an emblem book, Freeman
succeeds in defining the term "emblem."

1. An emblem book should be a collection of moralsymbols.
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2. It should have pictures, or . . . should postu-
late the existence of pictures.

3. Attached to each picture should be a motto or
brief "sententia" interpreting and completing it.

4. There should be an explanatory poem or passage
of prose in which the picture and motto are in-
terpreted and a moral or religious lesson drawn. 1

Evidently this definition satisfied the critical

community for quite some time; only after another twenty-

five years did a critic feel it necessary to call for a

reappraisal of the term. Reacting to the trend in emblem

criticism to encompass divergent interests--rhetoric,

allegory, symbolism, imagery, pictorialism--Elizabeth

Hill urged emblem critics to confine the use of the term

"emblem" to the name for this minor, although distinctive,

genre and to refrain from using it as an appellation for

both a genre and a rhetorical trope."'

Hill's exhortation brings to a culmination the at-

tempts of various critics to clarify and establish a

standard for the word "emblem." Taking all the charac-

teristics into account in a single definition, then,

"emblem" designates only a particular example of that

type of literary genre in which motto, picture, and poem

combine to convey some moral or ethical truth, Although

occasional aberrations occur, the two essential ingredients,

"Freeman, pp. 238-39.

261, "'Elizabeth Hill, "What Is an Emblem?" JAAC, 29 (1970),
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picture and poem, nearly always appear as testimony of the

emblem's dual nature.

The curious philosophy of the Renaissance emblem

authors has elicited much speculation. Their peculiar

synthesis of pictorial art and literary art results in

an intriguing phenomenon, and critics of the emblem

tradition often become involved, not with the emblems

alone, but with the men who produced them.

One of the more reputable modern critics of emblem

literature, Robert J. Clements, produced a work which ex-

poses the emblem authors' guiding philosophic principles.

Published in 1960, Clements' Picta Poesis incorporates

a few of his previously published articles and monographs,

developing them into a comprehensive statement of the

opinions emblematists held on the purpose of emblems,

Clements explains that the emblem writers considered them-

selves wards of the muses; they felt that they were

directly chosen and inspired by divine beings for whom

they translated messages to mankind and were given either

fame, wealth, or simple self-satisfaction in return.12

Their conviction that they alone could determine man's

morality accounts for the acutely didactic nature of all

emblem literature,

12Robert J. Clements, Picta Poesis: Literar and Human-istic Theory in Renaissance EmblIem Books Rome: EdfzioFFDi 7Stoia eL~te r t~~ra--I6)77 DT7=
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Emblem authors were guided by their own interpretation

of the purpose of literature, a theory which Clements

labels the "ars emblematica"; he compares this aesthetic

theory to the "ars poetica" of the poet and the "ars pic-

toria" of the painter, extracting its central precept:

If utility was prominent in theory, in prac-
tice Renaissance literature was more hedonistic
than didactic. . . . Writing in such a background
and needing a large public as a market for their
expensively-produced volumes, the emblematists
might logically suppose the aim of their illustrated
books to be delight rather than instruction; .however . . . hundreds of emblem books . . con-stituted in practice a forceful reminder to theirdiversified public that literature without utilitar-
ian purpose is hardly justified. [This chapter] willshow their almost unanimous consensus that literature
must serve as handmaiden to intellectual and moreparticularly moral instruction. 1 3

Clements commences his exposition of the emblem

authors' unique modus operandi with a discussion of the

basic issues on which Renaissance humanistic treatises

on poetics and the "ars emblemata" agreed.1 For example,

both believed that pictures are silent poems and poems

spoken pictures--"ut pictura poesis"; they agreed that

Nature and the classics were models of perfection to be

faithfully imitated--mimesis; and they agreed that although

allegorizations were useful, the obscurity of the relation-

ship between concept and symbol should not be placed above

clarity of moral.

1 3 Clements, Picta Poesis, pp. 61-62.

"Clements, Picta Poesis, pp. 223-27.
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After he compares these artistic assumptions, Clements

contrasts the theories which guided emblem authors with

those which guided their counterparts in the pictorial

and poetic arts. He arrives at what he views as the unique

characteristics of the "ars emblematica": a commitment to

fixed symbol and metaphor, stemming from a belief that

metaphor, drawn or written, is a type of shorthand; a

conviction that creative literature should be moralistic

and didactic rather than hedonistic; a belief that no

subject concerning man is inappropriate as a literary

topic; a disagreement among them on the subject of literary

theory but a consensus that their art form should reflect

the popular thought of the time; the absence of a single

treatise which presented a practical guide to the produc-

tion of emblems.' 5

Clements' conclusions are not original; earlier critics

had cited many of the same characteristics. But Clements'

study is the first to reconstruct a cultural context which

explains the formula that ultimately produced emblems.

It suggests that emblems functioned as a medium through

which the precepts of poetry and painting were reinter-

preted by post-Renaissance artists, and it allows for a

better understanding of Renaissance literature and the in-

fluences at work upon it. As Clements remarks, "Emblem

"sClements, Picta Poesis, pp. 228-35.



literature constitutes a vast untapped source of information

on daily life and thought in the Renaissance" 16

Because an understanding of emblem literature provides
for a fuller comprehension of Renaissance culture, critics

such as Henri Stegemeier recommend a thorough and systematic

study of all the facets of emblem creation. To this end,
Stegemeier wrote a short article in 194617 in which he asks
a multitude of questions about the status of emblem litera-

ture and indicates the direction in which studies of emblem
literature might proceed in the future.

Beginning his article with the statement that the

emblem is "still not satisfactorily settled in critical
literature . . . because it never reached a truly high
literary standard,"18 Stegemeier goes on to propose active
research on emblem books. His queries encompass every
conceivable avenue of research; he accepts Green's studies
as the basis of emblem research, yet le opens new frontiers
himself by asking questions which Green only implies.

Whereas Green casually mentions that rmore research needs

to be done into the lives of the emblematists, Stegemeier
explicitly calls for biographies of each known emblem-book

"6Robert J. Clements "Cult of the Poet in RenaissanceEmblem Literature," PMLA, 59 (1944), 685.

JHenri Stegemeier, "Problems in Emblem Literature,"JEGPi 45 (1946), 26-237.

'8Stegemeier, p. 26.
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author, Whereas Green generalizes about the emblematists'

erudition, Stegemeier inquires into the exact range of their
reading, even going so far as to express a desire to know
the titles in their libraries. Stegemeier reiterates sug-
gestions that have already been mentioned by Green, but
he does so in a much more imperative tone.

For example, he gleans from earlier studies the intent
of most emblems, then arranges them according to the fol-
lowing alphabetical scheme for easy reference: aesthetic,
amatory, decorative, doctrinal, emotional, erotic, ethical,
geographical, heroic, historical, military,. moral, natural,
panegyrical, political, religious, satiric, scientific,
social.1 9 He makes the usual statement about the utili-
tarian nature of emblem books, but then generates a number
of specific questions for further study: to what extent
were these books used as sources of patterns for painters,
sculptors, goldsmiths, glass-cutters, embroiderers? In
what ways were they useful for orators, preachers, teachers,
and men of learning? What parellels exist between the
emblems and the motifs suitable for funerals, nuptials,
triumphs, and plays?2 0  For those who followed him, Stege-
meier performed a great service; he distilled most of the
data accumulated up to that time, synthesized it, and
apportioned related parts to separate channels for future

1 9 Stegemeier, p. 28. 2 0Stegemeier, p. 36.
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investigation. And perhaps it is well he did, for the

majority of critics had either forgotten or ignored the

opportunities available in emblem study.

But not all critics disregarded this field; in fact,

Stegemeier anticipated by a few months one of the more

valuable contributions to emblem criticism, Mario Praz's

Studies in Seventeenth-Century Imagery: A Bibliography

of Emblem Books, Referred to by Praz as a "catalogue"

of emblem books rather than a structured bibliography, his

work represents "the widest survey of the field ever at-

tempted so far." 2' Until the publication .of this work,

the only bibliography available to critics had been

Green's, and it covered only Alciati editions. Although

numerous catalogues of titles and editions of particular

emblem books exist in public and private libraries around

the world, no one had assembled this information. Praz's

study is monumental, not just for the titles, but for

the annotations he includes, many of which are based on

personal examination of an original copy. His notes con-

cerning the frequent borrowing of plates among artists

aid in determining the dates of certain editions as well

as in evaluating the relative merit of different interpreta-

tions of identical emblem pictures by different authors.

2 1MariohPraz, Studies in Seventeenth-Century Imagery:A Biblioraphy of Emblem Boo~s (London: University ofLondon>46), p. xi.



If there can be any criticism of Praz's research, it

is that he leaves the reader uninformed about the standards

he uses in determining what is an emblem and what is not.

As mentioned before, he includes in his list books in

which only an occasional emblem appears and books which

other critics might not classify as emblem books.2 2 Impres-

sive as this study is, then, it does little to clarify the
definition of the word "emblem." True, Praz does not

propose a definition of the term; nevertheless, the absence

of clearly stated criteria demonstrates that at the time

Praz wrote, "emblem" was still an ambiguous concept and
that even professional emblem scholars disagreed on the
attributes which distinguish emblem books from other

picture books. Within two years of Stegemeier's article
and Praz's bibliography, Rosemary Freeman accomplished

two tasks: she explored another of Stegemeier's topics-
the history and development of the emblem tradition in
a particular cultural setting--and she conclusively defined
the word "emblem." Stegemeier's and Praz's propensity

for engulfing diverse interests under the heading of
emblem research, or of blurring the distinctions between
emblems and other literary forms, necessitated Hill's
eventual plea for the standardization of terms.

22Praz, pp. 78, 124, 135.
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One of the factors influencing Hill's petition for

an emblem vocabulary was an increasing trend for emblems

to be included in the domain of the art historian or the

literary critic interested in allegorical imagery of pic-

torialism. These critics viewed emblems as ancillary

products of an age preoccupied with allegorical represen-

tation. Jean Hagstrum discusses emblem books, for example,

but only briefly and only to illustrate his theories about

the close relationship between poetry and painting in the

Renaissance, Hagstrum sees the emblem as an art form which

unites the visual and verbal: "On its pages the poem ap-

peared as a pendant to an austerely and sometimes naively

engraved allegorical scene, person, .or design."1123.

Walter Ong adds a new perspective to an understanding

of emblems with an emphasis on graphic art. Ong coins

the term "allegorical tableau" to describe a type of graphic

representation in which the governing principles are nat-

uralistic pictorial representation on the one hand, and

artificial, schematic, diagrammatic spatial organization

on the other. 2 4 One characteristic of the "allegorical

tableau" is the absence of a time element; characters are

2 3 Jean Hagstrum, The Sister Arts: The Tradition ofLiterary Pictorialism ind English Poetry from Dryden F&Gry (Chicago : Unive-rsity of Chicago Pres s , 1958) , p. 95.
2 40ng, p. 425.
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positioned in space without regard for a sense of dramatic

verisimilitude:

The extraordinary currency of emblem books
makes it evident that the "allegorical tableau,"
with its highly symbolic figures displayed in
neuter space, held a fascination for the European
mind and sensibility at this period.2

The principles Ong discusses are those which function in

the production of emblem pictures; these ideas are valid

to emblem study, but they rightly belong to the realm of

pictorial art, not emblem art.

A definite predicament arose after the germinal emblem

studies of the 1940's; emblem criticism became an inter-

disciplinary affair, a development which caused confusion

and consternation. Critics from other fields commenting

on emblem literature adopted terms current in the vocabu-

lary of their respective disciplines. In Meaning in the

Visual Arts,2 6 Erwin Panofsky explains concepts of art

appreciation which illuminate Renaissance art; yet he dis-

cusses those concepts in terms familiar to art historians,

not to literary historians. Although Panofsky carefully

elaborates each term, the words in his vocabulary are not

synonymous with those in the literary critics' vocabulary,

Naturally, some ambivalence results.

2 s0ng, p. 432.
2 6Erwin Panofsky, Meaning in the Visual Arts (GardenCity, New York: Double day and Co. , Inc . , 1955)T
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In an attempt to codify certain terms basic to a clear

understanding of all Renaissance art forms and to invent

terms which would be interchangeable between art critics

and literary critics, Charles Hayes investigates the def-

initions of the terms "symbol" and "allegory" and concludes

that the existing definitions are inadequate because they

are based on the wrong criteria. Hayes contends that both

allegory and symbolism involve a duality: symbolism, a

duality between abstract concept and concrete image; alle-

gory, a duality between general truth and specific image.

According to Hayes, a symbol is synonymous with its refer-

ent; allegorical images disclose meanings not inherent

in them, Symbolic images are significant on a personal

level, allegorical images because they represent general

human truths,27

Hayes' first suggestion for revising these definitions

calls for a standardization of the meaning of the word

"image." He proposes that any fictive person, situation
thing, or event be labelled "image" or "motif ." He then

offers these distinctions:

A symbol is a solitary motif which acquiresmeaning by referring to something outside itselfand which is not absorbed by, or integrated into,a webbing of similarly structured motifs; . .allegory is a formation of interlocking motifs that

2 7 Charles Hayes, "Symbol and Allegory," GermanicReview, 44 (1969), 275-82.
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yield their particular meaning by the way in which
they are combined and made to function as a unit. 2

Unlike Ong, who believes that a sense of dramatic

action between images destroys allegorical meaning,

Hayes insists that the element of action is indispens-

able to allegorical motif patterns. From this premise,

he concludes that allegory can exist only within the

realm of pictorial art; he considers emblems "bastard

children" of allegory. 29 Hayes' splenetic denunciation

of emblem literature, however, does not negate the use-

fulness of his study as an instrument for clarification

of terms fundamental to emblem literature.

The problems literary critics face in reaching an

agreement on the refinement of concepts integral to

the understanding of this genre, have been solved to

some extent by the studies of Green, Freeman, and Clements,

all of whom concentrate on examining and explaining those

principles unique to emblems. Since the emblem justi-

fiably belongs to the domain of the art critic as well

as to that of the literary critic, problems of definition

are compounded. Such studies as Panofsky's and Hayes'

represent the critics' recognition of these problems and

their attempts to solve the dilemma by suggesting the

adoption of a universal critical vocabulary. Feasible

2 8Hayes, pp. 286-87. 2 9Hayes, p. 283.
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as this suggestion may be, its practicality remains un-

tested.

Because of the recent interdisciplinary approach to

emblems and because of the relative insignificance of

the emblem book as an autonomous genre, most critics em-

phasize the influence of emblem theory and technique on

other literary productions rather than focus on the emblem

book proper. This approach allows for more flexibility

although it simultaneously weakens the argument that emblems

merit independent inquiry.

An exponent of this eclectic trend in emblem criticism,

Peter Daly notes that the emblematic mode of thought

produces structural unification in literary works; he

mentions three specific pictorial techniques found in

literature which are inspired by the emblem: a panorama

of pictures with little explanation; the presentation of

fuller, more detailed pictures with accompanying inter-

pretations; and the expression of a single theme through

a series of image variations, each different from its neigh-

bor and complete in itself, linked by a common meaning.

either implied or stated.3

Daly's notions about the emblem as a pervasive in-

fluence on Renaissance literature, coupled with Rosemary

3 Peter Daly, "Trends and Problems in the Study of
Emblematic Literature," Mosaic, 5 (1972), 65.
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Freeman's frequent references to Spenser as an example of

a poet influenced by emblem tradition, prompts an examin-

ation of The Faerie Queene for traces of emblematic tech-

nique and an enumeration. of the ways in which Spenser

incorporated the form and intent of emblems into his poem.



CHAPTER III

THE ENGLISH EMBLEM: ITS CULTURAL MILIEU

Emblem technique, that peculiar combination of both

visual and verbal allegory, did not materialize in Re-

naissance England without antecedents, nor did it develop

in a cultural vacuum. As one student of art history

notes:

Every art technique has a social context. As
society changes, techniques change, along with the
media of the arts and modes of recording experience.
So a style becomes an index to the structure of the
contemporary consciousness and to the prevailing
attitude toward experience in the contemporary world.'

The overwhelming popularity of the emblem book indicates

to modern scholars that this genre captivated the sensi-

bilities of Renaissance England primarily because it

mirrored the concerns with which that society was preoc-

cupied. Study of the emblem, then, reveals not only

the technicalities associated with the development of

this fascinating art form; it also reveals the predisposi-

tions which characterize the Renaissance.

One of the most paradoxical features of Renaissance

culture is its incredibly complex, yet magnificently

'Wylie Sypher, Four Stages of Renaissance Style:
Transformations in Art and Literature, 1400-1700 (Garden
City, New York: Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1955), p. 14,
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ordered, world view. A society capable of developing a

philosophy that names, explains, and denotes a function

for everything perceived by man elicits respect, for it

represents, on a mass scale, the achievement of goals seldom

realized even by an individual: self-discipline and self-

knowledge. This phenomenon has been extensively analyzed.

For example, E. M. W. Tillyard's landmark studies of

Elizabethan culture, 2 with its system of correspondences

and its scheme of universal order, heighten one's awareness

of the Elizabethan mind and its irresistible urge to draw

analogies as a means of explaining the universe. Relation-

ships between abstract concepts and concrete images were

carefully established, for the allegory first had to be

decipherable before it could be understood and used as a

guide for behavior. This predilection for didacticism, '

and for the use of allegorical pictorial representations

as a means of instruction, distinguishes Renaissance lit-

erature. Whether the allegorical representations are woven

into tapestries, painted in murals, or engraved in emblems,

their use reflects a definite predisposition for beautiful,

but edifying, art.

2 Eustace M. W. Tillyard, The Elizabethan World Pic-
ture (London: Chatto and Windus , 1943)

3 Douglas Bush, English Literature in the Earlier
Seventeenth Century, 1600-1660 (Oxford: CTarendon Press,
1945), pp. 23-24.
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Because of its intimate relationship to both the dec-

orative arts and rhetoric, the emblem represents a perfect

synthesis of Renaissance concerns) Henry Green justifies

the study of this genre as a reflection of the culture

which produced it:

We may be learned in its controversies, well
read in its ecclesiastical and political history,.
intimate even with the characters and pursuits of
its great statesmen and sovereigns, and strong as
well as enlightened in our admiration of its
painters, statuaries, poets, and other artistic
celebrities, but we are not baptized into its per-
fect spirit unless we know what entertainment and
refreshing there were for men's minds when serious
studies were intermitted and the weighty cares and
business of life for a while laid aside.5

In essence, even Green, a most outspoken devotee

of emblem research, suggests that a study of the emblem

may be expected to.reveal the assumptions made by the

authors who worked in this medium, as well as those made

by the members of the society for which these authors wrote.

In the development of a culture's art forms, a phenom-

enon operates known as "the law of technical primacy in

the arts." This law states that all the arts in a given

period fall under the domination of the technique of one

of the arts, a perfect explanation for the appearance in

the late sixteenth century of the emblem. As Hagstrum

4Freeman, Emblem Books, p. 97.

'Green, Shakespeare, p. 103.

6Sypher, pp. 30-31.
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points out, Renaissance artists were guided by a theory

known as "ut pictura poesis," which states that the arts

of painting and poetry are inextricably linked by purpose

although their techniques of production may differ. 7  The

most literal combination of word and picture produced the

emblem, an assimilation of both pictorial and literary

aesthetic theories; the emblem represents a totally in-

tegrated art form in which each element serves to illuminate

the other. This coalescence of artistic forms led to a

situation in which the materials available. to the author

were available to the artist as well, their common ground

being the allegorical representation of intangibles.

According to Freeman, the allegorical way of thinking

was pervasive and habitual; if it had not been, the emblem

book would not have existed at all.8 The Renaissance love

of allegory is reflected by the complex allegorical vocab-

ulary accessible to the artist. Walter Ong labels this

vocabulary the "allegorical tableau" and attributes its

prevalence during the Renaissance to the rhetorical prac-

tices of the Ramists, who believed that words were made

intelligible by being diagrammatically related to one

another, hence, their development of elaborate tables of

7 Jean Hagstrum, The Sister Arts: The Tradition of
Literary Pictorialism and English PoetryfTrom Dryden to
Gray.

8Freeman, Emblem Books, p. 31.
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dichotomies. The result, Ong says, was that man considered

his own thought processes as analogous with certain opera-

tions in space; abstract, gemoetrical space was felt to

be pregnant with meaning.9 The application of this concept

to the emblem, a genre so heavily dependent on rhetorical

theory and intellectual exercise, produced emblem pictures

in which the characters are positioned in space without

regard for a sense of dramatic verisimilitude. According

to Ong, the vogue of this "allegorical tableau" coincides

with a typographical culture which concentrated on black

and white design rather than on colored pictures, for

these two stark colors represent the areas on one's field

of vision which are the least temporal and the most

abstract,"' Allegory, that ingredient vital to emblem

pictures, is thus explained and its inherent didacticism

demonstrated. As another critic notes, the "allegorical

object itself--its beauty, its fulness, the craft that

designed it--is not so important as its relationship to

man and God, its symbolic meanings, its revelation of

correspondences."'1 Partiality for allegory and pictorial

representation, and, by inference, didacticism, insured

the popularity .of the creations of emblem writers in Re-

naissance England.

90ng, pp. 435-39. "0Ong, p. 433.

"Hagstrum, pp. 99-100.
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As the material upon which the emblem author drew,

the allegorical symbol, was easily accessible as an

instrument for instruction and was readily understood

by the artists' audience, its appearance predominates in

all artistic mediums. Obviously, the English emblem book

did not create a taste for allegorical, didactic literature;

on the contrary, it: was one of the many genres that devel-

oped in response to an existing preoccupation with allegory.

The preference for allegorical representations and poems,

conceived in the Middle Ages and manifested in such art

forms as the illuminated manuscript, blossomed in the Re-

naissance; the taste for emblems, then, was only part of

a wider taste for allegory, one which ultimately formed

sixteenth-century man's view of the world in which he lived,

The emblematic image, however, differs from the earlier

type of allegory; in the emblem books, the "treatment of

the abstract symbol, the stiffness of the personified

figures, the imposition of moral significance upon straight-

forward, unallegorical stories, the introduction of purely

figurative detail in the plates, and the interpretation

of realistic detail there in a figurative way, all bear

witness to the forced and arbitrary nature of Elizabethan.

and Jacobean symbolism. "1'2  The allegory involved in manu-

script illumination was based on a literal interpretation

" 2Freeman, Emblem Books, p. 31.
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of the word; the emblems' allegory was theoretical, The

appearance and attitudes of the figures and the settings

of situations portrayed by the illuminator often resembled

real people and scenes; symbols pictured in emblems were

rarely lifelike.. Nevertheless, the abstract quality

which permeates the emblem and gives to it its peculiar

personality reflects the artistic theories current in Re-

naissance England. Quaintness should not be confused with

insignificance; as indicators of Renaissance artistic

precepts and societal values, emblems serve quite well.

Perhaps the most concise and accurate synopsis of

the history of the Renaissance emblem is Mario Praz's essay

in the Encyclopedia of World Art. Praz explains that, in

an age in which few people could read, the emblem functioned

as an explanatory or mnemonic device; those who could not

read the poem could at least interpret the accompanying

allegorical picture and thereby learn the moral lesson.

The emblem writers' concern that their creations be uni-

versally intelligible again reflects the culture's preoc-

cupation with instructive art. Praz' s notions about the

derivations of emblems from hieroglyphics coincide with

Clements' theory about the "ars emblematica" and its res-

pect for classical imitation. Praz contends that Renais-

sance humanists invested the symbols found in Horapollon's

Hieroglyphica (1505), not with their true meanings, but
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with meanings which they altered to suit their own purposes.

These are the pictorial representations that became the

"allegorical tableau" of which Ong spoke; the symbols

themselves became a part of a common artistic/poetic vocab-

ulary, but their significances remain open to interpre-

tation.

In addition to its derivation from ancient pictorial

species, the Renaissance emblem grew from other sources:

the Tablet of Cebes, the earliest known example of the use

of pictures for the enforcement of moral truths; Les

Simulachres & Histories faces de la Mort, a medieval book

in which all the allegorical representations illustrate

the theme of death and which helped prepare the way for

the acceptance of allegorical pictures; and Das Narrenscyff
(The Ship of Fools), an important example of didactic lit-

erature dependent on the use of homily and picture.

From these varied models, all of which combine picture

and poem, sprang the first emblem book proper: Andrea

Alciati's Emblematum Libellus, supposedly published in

Milan in 1522. According to Green, this book "established,

if it did not introduce, a new style for Emblem Litera-

ture.""3 Like most of the emblem authors who followed,

Alciati had a wide range of personal interests, a fact

reflected by the sundry themes introduced in his emblems:

"Green, Alciati, p. 69.
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moral, political, satirical, biblical, historical, heroical,

natural, emotional, proverbial, poetic themes. 14As

Clements asserts, the "ars emblematica" held that no sub-

ject concerning man was unsuitable as a theme.

Since no copy of the original Alciati edition remains,

critics hypothesize that this book circulated in manuscript

and that its publication is a myth. If this is so, then

it cannot be considered a true emblem book, for true

emblem books, by Green's criteria, must be published

works, printed products of the engraver as well as the

poet. The earliest surviving published edition of

Emblematum Libellus, the one from which Green draws his

conclusions about Alciati's talents, is the Augsburg 1531

edition. Green's comments further the modern scholar's

knowledge of the emblem tradition as it existed at that

time as well as add insights into the character- of

Alciati:

The influence of Alciati on the emblem writers
and critics of Italy and of Europe generally was
certainly great. As he disentangled law and
jurisprudence from mystery and jargon, and gave
expression to their principles in the language ofarticulate-speaking men,--so he lifted emblems out
of their grotesqueness and frequent absurditiesand formed them on the classical models to which
his own mind had been trained, He may have become
too epigrammatic, but he has thoroughly avoided
the old rambling looseness of style, and has in-
vented many a single line with a meaning that amonghis predecessors would have required a whole sentence

14Thompson, p. 38.
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or it may be a paragraph to develope. True it isthat he has not utterly avoided the coarse andindelicate; but the manners of even polished Italyin the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries were lessfastidious and less refined than those which havewith so much advantage, been established in modernsociety. The deviations into coarseness were notthe habits of his mind; and honour, fidelity,
virtue received his warmest approval.' 5

Alciati's success triggered the subsequent production

of a multitude of Continental emblem books, some of which

appeal to the popular audience even today because of their

charm and variety of format: Giles Corrozet's Hecatono-

&raphie- c'est a dire les descriptions de cent figures

& hystoires, interesting for the smallness of the pictures

and the ornateness of the borders; Hadrian Junius's

Emblemata, in which prose homilies follow the corresponding

emblem pictures in a separate section; Sambucus's Emblemata,

which contains the finest woodcut specimens found in emblem
books; and Boissard's Emblematum Liber and Emblemata

Saecularia, which are valued for their copper-plate en-

gravings,"6

In contrast to the various modifications which occurred
in emblem books from the early Italian models to the later
French, German, and Dutch models, English emblem books

remained essentially the same; their development was
"dependent on, rather than contributory to, the general

European movement . . . nothing very new was added to them

"5Green, Alciati, p. 49. 6 Thompson, pp. 30-32.
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by their English adaptors in the course of the hundred

years during which they were a vital interest."17 This

observation reinforces the notion. that the appearance of

emblems in England at this time, and their subsequent

popularity, were not due to the novelty of the genre but

more, perhaps, to the fact that their raison d'etre was

consistent with that of existing literary forms and the

symbols from which they drew belonged to an already well-

established, recognizable, intelligible vocabulary.

During the century from 1586 to 1686, the emblem

book both flourished and died in England. Freeman delin-

eates the relationship which existed between the arts

during the Elizabethan and Jacobean periods and the process

of reinterpretation which occurred from the former period

to the latter:

While poetry was regarded as "a speaking picture"
and painting as "dumb poetry," the emblem convention
in which poem and picture were complementary to each
other, could flourish; when they were, on the con-
trary, thought to have totally different spheres of
activity any attempt to link them became artificial.
The emblem books developed finally into an illustrated
book in which the picture was no longer to be "read"
in the same way as the poem but became merely an
extraneous ornament, of antiquarian interest if
the original seventeenth century plates were copied
and of practical value if the emblems were intended
for educational purposes. [The allegorical way of
thinking] was no longer an essential factor, and
with this divorce [nullification of the relationship

-1
7 Freeman, Emblem Books, p. 47.
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between poetry and painting] the most distinctive
feature of the convention was lost.18

A short list of emblem books and a .description of their

styles not only identifies specific examples of works

created by the more prominent emblem writers, but it also

simultaneously traces the metamorphosis of the emblem

tradition in England.

As mentioned previously, the first English emblem book

was Geffrey Whitney's A Choice of Emblemes (1586). Conti-

nental emblem books had been translated into English before

this time--Spenser's translation of A Theatre for Worldlings,

for example, has the distinction of being the first emblem

book printed in England--but Whitney's emblems are the first

written and published by an Englishman. Although the poems

are original, the plates are borrowed from such illustrious

Continental models as Paradin, Sambucus, Faerni, Freitag,

Hadrian Junius, and Alciati.'9 The subjects of these em-

blems range from historical to mythological, from profound

to superficial, but all Whitney's emblems combine motto,

picture, and poem to express some moral or ethical truth.

Henry Peacham's Minerva Britanna (1612)20 deserves

mention in this survey because of its alteration of emblem

"Freeman, Emblem Books, p. 5.

1 9 Freeman, Emblem Books, p. 56.

2 OHenry Peacham, Minerva Britanna. (1612; rpt. Amster-
dam; Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1971).
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technique from the early Whitney examples and because of

its emphasis on the rhetorical element rather than the pic-

torial. The dual nature of the emblem became more pro-

nounced as the form evolved:

On the one side [the emblem] was regarded as
an aid to the mastery of rhetoric, the concern then
being exclusively with text; on the other as a
collection of heraldic or allegorical motifs useful
to painters, sculptors, embroiderers and the like:
the picture was then the main subject of interest,
although if the medium allowed, the motto might also
be incorporated.21

Peacham's predisposition is traceable to books of

rhetoric, such as Puttenham's The Art of English Poesie,

where emblems exemplified the rhetorical uses for allegory

as a means of explaining relationships. Puttenham's

words indicate the use of allegory, and, by extension,

emblems, as a sort of shorthand:

Allegoria is when we do speake in sence trans-
lative and wrested from the owne signification,
nevertheless applied to another not altogether
contrary, but having much conveniencie with it as
before we said of the metaphore: as for example
if we should call the common wealth, a shipe; the
Prince a Pilot, the Counsellors mariners, the
stormes warres, the calme and (haven) peace, this
is spoken as in allegorie.22

The shift to a rhetorical rather than a pictorial em-

phasis in such emblem books as Peacham's resulted in

2 1Freeman, Emblem Books, p. 86.

2 2 Rosemary Freeman, The Faerie Queene: A Companion for
Readers (Berkeley, Cal.: University of California Press
1970), p. 195.
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pictures which were less detailed and more diagrammatic

since their significance was adequately explained in the

accompanying poem. For example, whereas the representations

in Whitney's collection are naturalistically depicted, even

though the figures' relative sizes are sometimes distorted,

Peacham's pictures include symbolic allegorizations which

often make no pretense of verisimilitude. Whereas Whitney's

emblem pictures depict people or situations against a

detailed, naturalistic background such as buildings or

trees, Peacham's emblematic backgrounds resemble symbols

themselves rather than actual settings; they are outlines

of buildings rather than detailed representations. Other

differences are also apparent, Pictures in Whitney's

album have no thematic unity; only their didactic purpose

binds them to one another. Peacham's emblems, on the other

hand, demonstrate the beginnings of a concern with unity,

For example, many of the pictures in Peacham's work include

a hand and forearm extending from a cloud and manipulating

objects in the human world below, signifying the inscru-

table workings of Fate. Although the most striking dif-

ferences between the two emblematists' styles emerge in

a comparison of their pictorial techniques, certain obvious

differences appear between the forms of their poems also.

The Whitney poems vary in length according to the author's

degree of inspiration or according to his creative whim;
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Peacham's poems, on the other hand, conform to a standard;

each is composed of two six-line stanzas, each of which

ends in a couplet.

Another of the notable examples of English emblem

literature is George Wither's A Collection of Emblemes,

Ancient and Moderne (1635).23 Like Whitney, Wither bor-

rows his plates, the source being Gabriel Rollenhagen's

Nucleus emblematum selectissimorum; 2 4 Wither then "mor-

alizes" each picture himself, a phrase indicating the

originality of the poetical composition. Wither's detailed

pictures resemble in style those of the earlier emblems,

rather than those of Peacham, but he does innovate;

instead of the rectangular, decorative borders which

usually enclose emblems, Wither's borders are circular

and are composed of two concentric circles between which

is stated the moral. Above the emblem, the place in which

a motto ordinarily appears, Wither states the general

theme of the entire emblem in couplet form. Wither's poems

are distinctive for their pedantic tone; he leaves the

reader little scope for personal interpretation, preferring

to explicate the picture point by point.

2 3 George Wither, A Collection of Emblemes, Ancient andModerne (1635; rpt. Columbia, S. C.:~University of South
Carolina Press, 1975).

2 4Wither, p. vii.
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Wither does add a unique touch to his collection: a

lottery. The emblems are divided into four books, each

of which has a series of short poems numbered and listed

at the end. To play the lottery, the reader first spins

the two wheels printed at the end of the final book:

one indicates the book to which he should turn; the other

indicates the number of the poem which he should read from

the list. After reading this poem, the reader refers to

the correspondingly numbered emblem, which further

elaborates that particular moral. The addition of this

attraction assured the popularity of a volume which by

all other standards was outdated even in its own time.

Quarles's Emblemes (1635)2 epitomizes emblem art;

both the engravings and the poems are original compositions.

Freeman points out that Quarles's work occupies an im-

portant place in the history of the emblem tradition

in England because it introduces new themes and a new

method of allegorizing them. For example, the importance

of the poems in Quarles's book far outweighs the importance

of the pictures, a characteristic shared with Peacham's

collection, But a major difference exists between the

two authors' poetic style: Quarles's emblem poems are

lyrical, dramatic, and narrative in addition to being

25 Francis Quarles, The Complete Works in Prose and.
Verse of Francis Quarles,~ed. Alexander B. Grosart (N
York,.-YAMS Press, Inc., 1967), III,
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didactic; their metre and form are accommodated to the

subject.26 Quarles's emblems also evidence a strong

unity of theme and symbol: all of his emblems are con-

cerned with the individual's quest for spiritual fulfill-

ment, the recurring symbol of this search being a figure

of a small child'holding a candle and peering into the

darkness which surrounds him. Quarles's symbols, such

as the child, do not belong to the well-known stock of

allegorical representations; they are distinguished by

their novelty.

Another characteristic which distinguishes Quarles's

emblems is the activity of the personified figures; each

personification is part of an episode symbolizing some

experience of the soul.2 7  A sense of dramatic action

instills Quarles's emblems with a vitality lacking in

other emblem books. The arousal of the reader's sensi-

bilities by a vicarious involvement in a situation fraught

with tension facilitates the rendering of a moral; rather

than seeming obtrusive, a moral statement at such an

instant appears to be a simple, logical conclusion.

The simplicity of the earlier emblems is replaced

by an elaborate symbolic composition in which every detail

has a special significance and in which no element is

2 6 Freeman, Emblem Books, p. 114.

2 7 Freeman, Emblem Books, p. 121.
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sufficient in itself.2 8  The complexity of the picture

in Quarles's emblems is not laboriously explicated in

the poem, a feature which distinguishes these emblem

poems from much of the doggerel produced by less talented

authors. All in all, Quarles's emblems represent the

zenith in the evolution of the emblem form, the result

of the ascendancy and dominance of literary technique

over pictorial technique. A genre initially rooted

staunchly within the confines of visual art slowly devel-

oped into a genre used as a model for literature.

After Quarles, emblems became less and less amenable

to universal interpretation; the symbols became far too

individualistic, too intellectual, and too artificial

to serve the purposes for which they were initially

intended. The eventual demise of the emblem form was

inevitable because of the objectivity with which symbols

were chosen; poets typically chose a picture first, then

composed a poem which explicated it instead of allowing

the image to develop organically from the ideas.

In this imposition of meaning upon a predeter-
mined image lies the essential weakness of the em-
blem writers' method. The likeness could not . .
be fruitful because the symbol always remained
detached from what it stood for. . . . There may
have been nothing wrong with the emblem writers'.
symbol as such, yet it fails to convince the reader.2 9

2 8 Freeman, Emblem Books, p. 119.

2 9Freeman, Emblem Books, pp. 28-29.
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Emblem books such as Philip Ayre's Cupids Addresse to

the Ladies. Emblemata Amatoria (1683) demonstrates this

flaw. The selection of a frivolous figure as a major symbol

for the pictures, coupled with the trite, dogmatically

stated moral lessons of the poems, guaranteed the rejec-

tion of this type of emblem book as an intellectual

stimulant. What began in Elizabeth's reign as a reflection

of gentlemanly accomplishment and wit deteriorated, by the

end of the seventeenth century, into either charming books

of etiquette for children or parlor amusements for adults.

Primary emphasis reverted to the picture rather than the

poem, eliminating the need for complex verbal-pictorial

relationships. Inflexible adherence to an anachronistic

and increasingly arbitrary system of correspondences reduced

the emblem from an intricately structured art form noted

for its subtlety to a genre dependent on imitation rather

than inspiration.

Because critics are now aware of those specific

characteristics which distinguish emblem books from other

literary pictorial productions, and because they are now

able to place the emblem book in a cultural setting, their

task of determining the ways in which the emblem influenced

other literary types is greatly facilitated. In light of

these developments, the degeneration of the emblem book is

of little consequence; by the time the most decadent emblem
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collections appeared, certain characteristics of the emblem

form had already infiltrated other genres, especially

poetry, Those characteristics which the emblem had in

common with other artistic and literary forms ultimately

proved more significant than those which they did not share;

the fact that emblems so successfully reconciled the major

elements available to any artist qualified them as sources

of inspiration for other creations. Although transient,

this genre was influential enough, even in its earliest

stages, to alter the structure of literary metaphor in the

poetry of such eminent Renaissance authors as Edmund

Spenser.

Spenser's participation in the introduction of emblem

books to Elizabethan England from Europe emphasizes his

innate ability to assess the public temperament and satisfy

it, a quality which argues the inclusion of emblem tech-

niques in his poetry. Also, his probable acquaintance with

Geffrey Whitney suggests that as a member of an artistic

community, Spenser encountered various artistic and literary

techniques, judged their success in that particular medium,

selected the most popular techniques, and adapted them to

his own medium: poetry.

While vestiges of the emblem appear throughout many

of Spenser's poems, the most complete integration and suc-

cessful translation of emblem elements into poetic form
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occurs in The Faerie Queene. Spenser may have been unaware

of the fact that he included patterns in The Faerie Queene

which replicate the tripartite structure of emblems, but

he obviously was not ignorant of the fact that his partic,-

ular style of describing allegorical figures and settings

was similar to that of the emblematists.



CHAPTER IV

"EMBLEM PATTERNS" IN THE FAERIE QUEEN

The relationship between Spenser's allegorical, poetic

representations and the emblem writers' allegorical pic-

torial representations has not gone unremarked by scholars.

In fact, critics of emblems and Spenser alike have long

acknowledged this poet's remarkable ability to describe

vividly and realistically the characters and scenes in

The Faerie Queene and have suggested that Spenser's concern

with rendering such images as he does reflects his attempt

to reproduce visual images verbally.

Unfortunately, however, scholars.emphasize the paral-

lels between certain allegorical representations in The

Faerie Queene and particular emblem images, limiting their

discussions to a comparison of the "pictures" created by

Spenser and the pictures engraved in emblems. Since many

of these images belong to that allegorical vocabulary

available to the practitioners in any art form, attempts

to determine whether a specific image in The Faerie Queene

was translated directly from a particular emblem have met

with little success. As a result, critics confine them-

selves to making only noncommittal,passing remarks about

the emblematic quality of Spenser's verbal imagery. Their

53
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refusal to elaborate on the traits which characterize these

passages leads, in many cases, to a misapplication of the

term "emblematic." Since study establishes no exact

correspondence between the images themselves, search for

other evidence seems justifiable.

The relationship between Spenser's allegorical repre-

sentations and those found in emblems is not as enigmatic

as has heretofore been believed. One reason for the search

for parallels between Spenser's images and emblem images

lies, not in the images themselves, but in the fact that

readers perceive Spenser's poetic imagery so intensely;

reading a description of an allegorized scene in The Faerie

Queene brings the characters involved so clearly to mind

that it is almost as if the reader were looking at an emblem

picture. The key to this perceptual phenomenon is not the

figures or the elements of composition shared by the poetic

passages and the emblem pictures but rather their similar

rhetorical structure and intent. Examination of these two

aspects of Spenser''s epic supports the view that Spenser,

aware of the emblem's innate potential as a didactic tool,

modified its pictorial elements to a literary treatment

and evolved a structure comparable in form and purpose to

the emblem.

Michael Murrin, a critic concerned with the practice

of allegorical rhetoric in the Renaissance, discusses the
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subject of allegory and its function as a tool of instruc-

tion,' Most importantly, Murrin analyzes the role of the

poet in Renaissance society and concludes that poets produce

literature in accordance with what they feel is required

of them. Throughout his book, Murrin compares the role of

the poet with that of the prophet, a notion particularly

crucial in a study of Spenser's relationship to the emblem

writers and their art, for it coincides with an observation

made by Robert Clements that the most frequent theme of

emblems is that of the poet as a specially chosen, care-

fully nurtured ward of the muses.2 The common denominator

in both Murrin's and Clements' studies is the theory that

the poet is a messenger whose task it is to teach his

brethren a truth which exists apart from the real world.

The poet, then, is a mediator between divine beings who

perceive absolute truth in the ideal world and human beings

whose limited perception excludes all but material reality.

In translating the message from the divine world to this

world, he must practice the doctrine of accommodation, in

that he must choose concrete images to represent the divine

concepts to be imparted. Perhaps at bottom, then, this is

what allegory really is--accommodation practiced by the

'Michael Murrin, The Veil of Allegory: Some Notes
toward a Theory of Allegorical RIetoric in the English
Renaissance (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1969).

2Clements, Picta Poesis, p. 14.
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inspired poet for the purpose of educating the reader;

it is inherently didactic.

Murrin goes on to compare memory with anamnesis,

pointing out that mnemosyne (recollection of a pre-

existing idea) is essential to the realization of the

poet's purpose, For example, in choosing an analogue

for an ideal concept, the poet must recall the important

qualities of that ideal and select a symbol with similar

qualities to represent the abstract idea. To understand

this allegorical image, then, a reader ought first to be

aware of the usual connotations of that image. Only then

can -he deduce a universal principle; only then does he

learn. Thus, "mnemosyne makes possible judgment in the

poet's audience, and hence, social improvement."3

In any type of allegorical presentation, visual or

verbal, there exists a hierarchical relationship between

mankind, symbolic images, the poet, and the ideal, the

link between these elements being mnemosyne. For example,

in Book I of The Faerie Queene, Spenser creates Una as a

symbol for Truth. Her personal qualities--chastity, per-

severance, self-sufficiency, and imperviousness to corrup-

tion--are qualities associated with Truth also. The

allegory succeeds because Una's humanness is believable

and because her personal attributes are reliable

3Murrin, p. 82.
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translations of the characteristics of ideal Truth, This

hierarchical relationship--mankind, poet, ideal--is the

necessary basis of all allegory. Thus, the inevitable

link between emblematist and poet--their dependence on

allegorical representation and their emphasis on didacti-

cism. In Clements' words, both are convinced "that

literature is a handmaid to learning, philosophy, religion,

virtue, and ethics."

The popularity of emblem books in England in the late

sixteenth century coupled with Spenser's avid interest in

contemporary fashion argues his adaptation of emblem tech-

nique as a means of insuring the acceptance of his poetry.

Although sources of particular images cannot be confirmed,

Spenser's probable personal acquaintance with one of the

early emblem practitioners, Geffrey Whitney, intimates that

he was familiar with the type of emblem found in A Choice

of Emblemes (1586), of which the following is a typical

example.

4Clements, Picta Poesis, p. 67.
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This emblem combines the themes of Fortune's inevi-

table, unfathomable cycle and the temporality of all human

endeavor. The picture portraying the arbitrary destruction

of a vessel in a storm follows the Latin motto and alle-

gorizes the incomprehensible working of Fortune. The

verse explains the action of the picture and goes on to

make the analogy of melting snow to the process of change

resulting from Fortune's decree. In the final two lines

appears the lesson: one should learn from such examples

that good fortune is impermanent and undependable.

As Panofsky points out, before one can appreciate

Renaissance art, he must be aware of the peculiarities

which characterize it; he must apprehend the three basic

levels of meaning inherent in all the productions of this

age in which allegory played an important part. First,

by identifying certain visible forms with certain objects

known from practical experience and by identifying the

changes in their relationships with certain actions or

events, one apprehends their primary meaning. The secondary

or conventional meaning depends on an acquaintance with

cultural traditions; it is intelligible rather than sen-

sible, On this second level, the individual connects

motifs with special themes and concepts. These motifs

Panofsky labels "images," and a combination of images he

calls "allegories." The unifying principle which underlies
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and explains both the visible event 
and its significance

constitutes the intrinsic meaning or content,5

As an example of how these levels function in revealing

the meaning of allegorical representations 
as complex as

the emblem, instance the emblem above. 
Recognition of the

physical elements--ship, sea, cliff, sun, rock--depicted

in the "body" of the emblem, the engraving, indicates an

understanding of the, primary meaning. One comprehends the

secondary meaning when he interprets the situation in which

these elements are involved; the ship is about to be swal-

lowed in waves, and the sun's rays are melting a large

lump of snow. The intrinsic meaning becomes apparent

when one reads the poem; the moral lesson drawn at the end

of the emblem poem states the universal law which this

entire emblem is designed to express--Fortune' s control

over man and nature is incomprehensible, but predictable.

The structure of emblems can be equated with the

mental process involved in deduction: the motto corresponds

to the major premise in that it states a universal prin-

ciple; the picture corresponds to the minor premise 
in

that it illustrates the application of that principle in

a particular situation; and the poem corresponds to the

conclusion insofar as it verbally works through the thought

process involved in comparing the motto with 
the picture

5Panofsky, pp. 26-38.
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and synthesizing the two into a succinct statement known

as the lesson. It is apparent, therefore, that didacticism

is the direct result of the logical process involved in

interpreting emblems, Whitney indicates in his intro-

duction that he is offering his collection of allegorical

emblems "Bicause it chieflie doth pertaine unto the matter

I have in hande, whereof I hope this much, shall give them

some taste that weare ignorant of the same. . . . For all

[these emblems] doe tende unto discipline, and morall

preceptes of living." 6  Obviously, emblematists felt that

emblems were the perfect medium for instruction, for by

employing the deductive process and by controlling the

elements of the syllogism, an ability perfected by Quarles,

the author could teach his reader whatever lesson he chose.

Spenser's intention is similarly stated in his letter

to Raleigh, in which he comments on the plan and purpose of

The Faerie Queene:

The generall end therefore of all the booke
is to fashion a gentleman or noble person in
vertuous and gentle discipline. . . . To some
I know this methode will seeme displeasaunt, which
had rather have good discipline delivered plainly
in way of precepts, or sermoned at large, as they
use, then thus clowdily enwrapped in Allegorical
devises. But suche, me seeme, should be satisfide
with the use of these dayes, seeing all things
accounted by their showes, and nothing esteemed
of, that is not delightfull and pleasing to

6Whitney, "To the Reader."
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commune sence. . . . So much more profitable and
gratious is doctrine by ensample, then by rule.7

In realizing his intention, Spenser structures his

poem as a macro-allegory; in each book, he presents the

reader with a personification of a virtue--Red Cross

personifies Holiness; Guyon, Temperance; Britomart, Chas-

tity; Cambel and Triamond, Friendliness; Artegall,

Justice; and Calidore, Courtesy. What is more, in

viewing the individual scenes in each book and the

images presented in those scenes, one discovers allegorical

representations which exemplify "a new fascination with

space even more than [they exemplify] Aristotle's moral

virtues. . . . Spenser's characters are not real person

with voices of their own so much as visually apprehended

symbols moving about in a curiously abstract space."' The

emblematic quality of Spenser's descriptions of allegorical

scenes is thus substantiated.

Nebulous references to The Faerie Queene as emblematic,

however, need to be further delineated; criteria need to

be established for the application of the term "emblematic,"

One possible solution is the adoption of the term "emblem

pattern" to designate those passages which evidence a

7Edmund Spenser, "Letter to Raleigh," in Spenser:
Poetical Works, ed. J. C. Smith and E. De Selincourt
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1975), p. 407.

8 Ong, pp. 438-49.
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peculiarly emblematic flavor, These "patterns" incorporate

the three fundamental ingredients of the emblem proper--

motto, picture, moral--and, although these ingredients

are modified somewhat to fit a literary treatment, it is

not unreasonable to conclude that their appearance is

responsible for The Faerie Queene's reputation as an

"emblematic" poem.

One of the more clearly distinguishable "emblem pat-

terns" occurs in Book I, Canto III.. In the first stanza,

Spenser states the motto:

Nought is there under heav'ns wide hollownesse,
That moves more deare compassion of mind,
Then beautie brought t'unworthy wretchednesse
Through envies snares or fortunes freakes unkind.

(I.iii.l)9

After two stanzas of narrative which briefly reca-

pitulate Una's travels, Spenser gives an emblem picture

in the form of a literary description:

One day nigh wearie of the yrkesome way,
From her unhastie beast she did alight,
And on the grasse her daintie limbes did layIn secret shadow, farre from all mens sight:
From her faire head her fillet she undight,
And laid her stole aside. Her angels face
As the great eye of heaven shyned bright,
And made a sunshine in the shadie place;

Did never mortall eye behold such heavenly grace.

It fortuned out of the thickest wood
A ramping Lyon rushed suddainly,
Hunting full greedie after salvage blood;

9Edmund Spenser, "The Faerie Queene," in Spenser:Poetical Works. All subsequent reference information to~T0i 4ow quotation and indicate book, canto, and stanza.
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Soone as the royall virgin he did spy,
With gaping mouth at her ran greedily,
To have attonce devour'd her tender corse:
But to the pray when as he drew more ny,
His bloodie rage asswaged with remorse,

And with the sight amaz'd, forgat his furious forse.

In stead thereof he kist her wearie feet
And lickt her lilly hands with fawning tong,
As he her wronged innocence did weet.

(I.iii.4-6)

The characters of the "emblem pattern" are positioned

in a vivid pictorial representation of this moment when

Nature's laws are negated and the king of beasts is humbled

before a vulnerable virgin. The realistic description of

this allegorical image, coupled with the unusual reversal

of natural order, combine to freeze the action, halting

the reader in the narrative and making him susceptible to

a message from the poet. In this case, as in most "emblem

patterns," the verse lesson is condensed into a concise

didactic statement which signifies the conclusion of the

pattern:

Oh how can beautie maister the most strong,
And simple truth subdue avenging wrong?

(I.iii.6)

The nature of Truth is such that it can humble the

most savage, dangerous evil of the natural world. Una's

very presence subdues the Lyon because she is a represen-

tative of principles which are removed from the real world

and are incapable of being tainted by contact with it.

Spenser borrows from the emblematists the emblem structure
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and translates it into an "emblem pattern" in the hope of

achieving the same end--a form at once delightful and

educational. In attempting to instruct the reader about

the divine concept of Truth, he accommodates Truth by

creating an allegorical image for it, by placing Truth

in a hypothetical situation in which it is defined, and

by explicitly stating a universal lesson to be learned

from this example.

Of course, not all "emblem patterns" are so easily

recognizable; some modification in structure must be

expected in the transformation of a primarily pictorial

art form to a literary form, Nevertheless, even though

the exactness of the example cited is sacrificed to ac-

commodate narrative flow, the two most essential ingredients

in emblems, picture and moral, always appear. An example

of a variation on the basic "emblem pattern" occurs in

Book I, Canto I, when Una and Red Cross encounter Error.

The two emblematic "patterns" in this passage are

juxtaposed: the first describes the setting of Error's

habitation, a dark cave; and the second vividly recounts

the battle between Error and Red Cross. In the first case,

all of the necessary ingredients are included in the "emblem

pattern." In-stanza twelve, Una states the motto:

I . . Oft fire is without smoke,
And perill without show . . .

(IJi,12)
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The particular truth to be imparted by this "emblem pattern"

is the insidiousness of Error. The description of Error

in a dark cave, hiding from the light which radiates

from Red Cross, serves as the picture. The.lesson taught

is that Error flourishes in darkness and ignorance:

For light she hated as the deadly bale,
Ay wont in desert darknesse to remaine,

Where plaine none might her see, nor she see any plaine.
(ITi.16)

The second "emblem pattern" is less distinct than the

first because it depends on the accumulated knowledge gained

from reading the preceding description of Error. The image

is striking; Red Cross is attacked by Error.

And all attonce her beastly body raizd
With doubled forces high above the ground:
Tho wrapping up her wrethed sterne arownd,
Lept fierce upon his shield, and her huge traine
All suddenly about his body wound,
That hand or foot to stirre he strove in vaine,

(I.i.18)

It is easy to imagine this half-serpent, half-human

monster "most lothsom, filthie, and full of vile disdaine"

whose "huge long tail . . . was in knots and many boughtes

upwound, / Pointed with mortall sting" (I.i.15) engulfing

Red Cross after he has wounded her. The combatants here

seem frozen for a moment in an allegorical pose, as were

Una and the Lyon in the "pattern" cited earlier. Once

again, the author takes this opportunity to insert a lesson:

God helpe the man so wrapt in Errours endlesse traine.
(I,i.18)
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The motto of this "emblem pattern," unlike the picture

and the lesson, is not clearly identifiable. All the reader

knows is that Red Cross has foolishly sought out falsehood

so that he can prove his worth as a knight. Una has warned

him to "Be well aware . . . / Least suddaine mischiefe ye

too rash provoke" (I.i.12), but he does not heed her words.

Instead, he intentionally provokes the forces of evil, a

mistake in judgment which results in his entrapment. In

this case, the motto is implied in a simple statement about

the pitfalls of overconfident haste:

But full of fire and greedy hardiment,
The youthfull knight could not for ought be staide.

(I.i.14)

Because these "patterns" must be somewhat flexible

to fit smoothly into a narrative, Spenser often dispenses

with an explicit statement of the motto, Rather, the action

of the narrative recounted in the "picture" suggests the

theme which is later explicitly presented in a lesson.

As Rosemary Freeman notes,

No study is more fruitful as a clarification
of the relation of "picture" to "poem" than careful
observation of the interplay between statement and
image throughout a fairly long passage. . .
Spenser's judgments of when overt statement is
necessary in an image are extremely subtle, and
his degrees of explicitness are consciously and
most delicately varied,10

'0 Freeman, Companion, p. 176.
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As mentioned before, the two most necessary elements

of the "emblem pattern" always appear; Spenser always

includes a description of a figure or a situation in com-

bination with a noticeably didactic statement. Usually

the lesson functions as a summation of the action so that

the reader's attention will shift to a new focal point.

These "lessons," then, can signal turning points in the

narrative which many times coincide with a personal reve-

lation taking place in the characters involved in the

"picture," For example, near the end of Book I, Canto X,

Red Cross visits Contemplation and together they envision

the new Jerusalem. Red Cross is so enchanted with the

serenity of this eternal world that he regrets having to

return "Backe to the world, whose joys so fruitlesse are"

(Ix,63), The discussion which ensues between Red Cross

and the sage introduces the theme of this "emblem pattern"

which, instead of being explicitly stated, is woven covertly

through the narrative of the picture and then articulated

as a lesson, Red Cross does not fully understand why he

is not able at this time to remain in the ideal world; he

must accept Contemplation's verdict that he return to the

world of Faery. In essence, it is at this very moment

that Red Cross learns Holiness, his particular virtue,

for he accepts his sentence completely on faith.
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The picture in this "emblem pattern" appears in stanza

sixty-seven, when Red Cross begins his mission. As he

bows his head in deferment to the old man and begins to

leave, he is blinded by a flash of light, Action is sus-

pended in this moment, and the characters are posed, Just

after this scene appears the lesson:

So darke are earthly things compard to things divine.
(I.x.67)

Once again, the author instructs his reader regarding

the nature of human existence: one must not succumb to

temptations to rest when faced with the realization of

his own limitations. Although existence appears to be

without direction, one must rely on a faith that his life

has some meaning; he must actively participate in the events

that shape his character and reputation.

An observation made by Gottfried that many of Spenser's

allegorical descriptions which are usually considered

brilliant actually utilize few colors applies particularly

to this passage; the striking contrast here is not between

different colors but between light and dark. The obvious

connection between the principles operating in this "pic-

ture" and those which operate in emblem engravings is
significant, for it reinforce's Ong's theories about the

evolution of a typographically-oriented culture in which

allegorical representations changed from colored illumina-

tions featuring naturalistic figures and scenes to
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engravings in which concepts are sufficiently explained

by their spatial relationship to one another. In essence,

"it is not so much color as literal perception which gives

Spenser's descriptions their individuality."''

Although many of the allegorical figures in Book II

suggest a derivation from sources other than the emblem

book, "emblem patterns" do occur, and most of them eluci-

date the main theme-of Temperance.

One such exemplary pattern is found in Canto V of

Book II. Pyrochles is advised that Guyon has enthralled

an old woman, and in a fight for her release, Pyrochles

loses to the hero. When the fight is over and Pyrochles

finally tells Guyon why he attacked in the first place,

he exhorts the knight to set Occasion and her son, Furor,

free. This is done, and, as is their nature, of course,

the two rascals immediately instigate a disruption. This

time, Furor, prodded by his mother, attempts to incite

the notoriously volatile Pyrochles to fight. In an un-

usual demonstration of will power, Pyrochles avoids a

battle, but Furor, always dissatisfied with peace, attacks

Pyrochles and drags him about until he is near death.

Appalled at Furor's ungrateful behavior, Guyon feels com-

pelled to save Pyrochles. But the Palmer intrudes, res-

training Guyon with these words:

'Freeman, Companion, p. 221,
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He that his sorrow sought through wilfulnesse,
And his foe fettred would release agayne,
Deserves to tast his follies fruit, repented payne,

(II.v.24)

As in the second "emblem pattern" from Book I, the

motto of this pattern is incorporated into the narrative.

Even as early as stanza one of Canto V, Spenser introduces

the element of Pyrochles' character that will inevitably

cause his demise--"stubborne perturbation" (II.v.1). All

Pyrochles' actions following this statement elaborate the

theme of intemperance. Pyrochles obviously is designed as

a contrasting character to Guyon.

The narrative description of the scene in stanza

twenty-three in which Furor batters Pyrochles, and the

injured knight extends his arms toward Guyon in a play for

help, functions as the "picture" in this "pattern." The

intense emotions stirred by this scene and the over-

whelming brutality he observes force Guyon to make a

judgment about what he should do; in the same way, the

reader is forced to consider what his own course of action

would be in a similar situation. The lesson, spoken by the

Palmer, is inserted, as are most, to capture the reader's

interest while he is vulnerable. When the narrative is

running along smoothly, the insertion of such a statement

would be obtrusive. But, during a lull in the narrative,

the reader is not offended by a rather dogmatic statement

interpolated by the author. As it is, Spenser integrates
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these lessons quite naturally into the poem, teaching his

readers about the virtues of a temperate life while de-

lighting them with his wonderfully realistic allegoriza-

tions. Didacticism, however, always takes precedence over

entertainment, abstract truth over accuracy of concrete

images, In Rosemary Freeman's words,

Spenser is one of the most sensuous of poets;
but he is also one of the most conceptual, and it
is in this paradox that his endless fascination lies.
The physical world is a visionary world, and in
moments of greatest imaginative insight it proves
after all to be largely a figment of the mind. Thus
concept triumphs over actuality. The ideas are more
distinct than the perceptions. And that, in truth,
is the nature of allegory. 12

Even as early as Book II, Spenser begins to depend

less frequently on the "emblem pattern" as a means of

allegorical representation. One notices the increasing

reliance on allegorical figures which need no additional

comment because of their renown as figures belonging to

the "allegorical tableau" current in the Renaissance.

There is no need for Spenser to elaborate further on the

character of Occasion, for example, since he incorporates

all her well-known eccentricities in his description--her

single forelock, her elusiveness, her capriciousness,

Spenser's descriptions of such allegorical figures

are not necessarily direct or intentional duplications

of any particular figures he might have seen in

1 2 Freeman, Companion, p. 78.
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illuminations, picture books, or tapestries. Instead,

a more plausible explanation for the appearance of these

figures in The Faerie Queene is that Spenser was particu-

larly adept at retaining or memorizing striking figures

found in visual art and then translating them into poetical

descriptions,1 3  The elements of tapestry lore which

Frederick Hard identifies, for instance--a general mag-

nificence of ornament and decoration with an appeal to

sensuous beauty; aristocratic motifs, courtly productions,

glorification of a lord or a secular prince, spread of fame;

intellectual, didactic subjects; historical and classical

references; pastoral episodes; subjects from medieval

romance; use of allegory 1 4 --are not traits peculiar to

tapestries alone. These elements were common to all alle-

gorical art forms in the Renaissance; this list only serves

to underscore the degree of interpenetration of the tactile,

visual, and literary arts in this period.

Another of the infamous allegorical personages for

whom Spenser need not construct an "emblem pattern" is

Mammon. One would think that the most crucial incident

in Book II, Guyon's visit to Mammon's cave, would offer

Spenser a perfect opportunity to express a lesson about

"3Rosemond Tuve, "Spenser and Some Pictorial Con-
ventions," SP, 37 (1940), 149-76.

14Frederick Hard, "Spenser's 'Clothes of Arras and
of Toure,'" SP, 27 (1930), 174.
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Temperance, but no "emblem pattern" appears in this pas-

sage, Guyon makes several rather stuffy denials when Mammon

offers him various types of wealth, but despite the dis-

tinctly pious tone of these answers, no "lesson" appears.

One reason for this omission may be that the action of the

narrative adequately.develops the theme of Temperance.

After all, it would be redundant if, in addition to re-

jecting Mammon's temptations, Guyon endeavored- to transform

Mammon into a humanitarian philanthropist by instructing

him in the joys of unselfishness. An explicitly stated

lesson tacked on to Guyon's staid denials could make Guyon

sound pompous and, as a result, foolish. If this were to

happen, Guyon would lose credibility as a hero, and the

allegory would fall apart, A reader must be convinced of

a character's integrity before he can associate him with

abstract conceptions. To this end, each of Spenser's

allegorical figures is "introduced in a way that appeals

to the sense of sight so that every one appears realistic

rather than symbolic in conception,"1 5  Sometimes, as in

this instance, Spenser conveys a lesson covertly through

the interaction of several realistically depicted characters

and through the resolution of a dilemma in which they are

involved rather than by overtly stating it at a climactic

15Freeman, Copanion, p. 70.
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"Emblem patterns" in Book III, in contrast to those
in Book II, are usually clearly defined, Although the motto
is often missing, the pictures are apparent, and the lessons
are emphatically stated. For example, in Canto I, Britomart
witnesses the descent of six errant knights on a single

knight in an attempt to force a realignment of his loy-
alties. When they discover that he refuses to love another,
they commence their harassment. Britomart, personification

of Chastity, rescues the lone knight by vanquishing the
six antagonists. In her moment of victory, Britomart

equitably reminds the offenders of an unspoken law which
advocates Chastity, the virtue to which Book III is

dedicated:

.. now may ye all see plaine,That truth is strong, and trew love most of might,That for his trusty servaunts doth so strongly fight,
(III.i.29)

Soon after, Britomart visits the Castle Joyeous, where
the Lady of delight becomes enamoured of her, unaware that
this courageous knight is a woman. Besides the obvious
irony involved in such a mismatch, this relationship is
faulty because of the Lady's odious lust for Britomart.
Clearly, this is not a chaste, temperate, and holy asso-
ciation. In stanzas forty-seven and forty-eight, Spenser
captures the lasciviousness apparent even in the first few

75
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moments of the meeting between Britomart and the Lady of

delight:

Whom when the Lady saw so faire wight,
All ignoraunt of her contrary sex,
(For she her weend a fresh and lusty knight)
She greatly gan enamoured to wex,
And with vaine thoughts her falsed fancy wex:
Her fickle hart conceived hasty fire,
Like sparks of fire, which fall in solender flex,
That shortly brent into extreme desire

And ransackt all her veines with passion entire.

Eftsoones she grew to great impatience
And into termes of open outrage brust,
That plaine discovered her incontinence,
Ne reckt she, who her meaning did mistrust;
For she was given all to fleshly lust,
And poured forth in sensuall delight,
That all regard of shame she had discust,
And meet respect of honour put to flight:

So shameless beauty soone becomes a loathly sight,
(III. i.47-48)

Even though the reader might overlook the theme implied

in the narrative description of the scene, he probably

would not be able to ignore the explicit moral statement

found in the final line of this "pattern."

Of course, strictly enforced chastity is really no

better than lust, for it insinuates hidden licentiousness.

Chastity, after all, emanates from within; it cannot be

administered. In Canto IX of Book III, Spenser recounts

another tale of a "wanton Lady" (III.ix.1), and he entreats

his audience not to be offended by the story.

Satyrane and Paridell have been prohibited from enter-

ing a certain castle, and Spenser offers this tale as

explanation:
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Then listen Lordings, if ye list to weet
The cause, why Satyrane and Paridell
Mote not be entertayned, as seemed meet,
'Into that Castle (as that Squire does tell,)
Therein a cancred crabbed Carle does dwell,
That has no skill of Court nor courtesie,
Ne cares, what men say of him ill or well;
For all his dayes he drownes in privitie,

Yet has full large to live, and spend at libertie.

But all his mind is set on mucky pelfe,
To hoord up heapes of evill gotten masse,
For which he others wrongs, and wreckes himself;
Yet is he lincked to a lovely lasse,
Whose beauty doth her bounty far surpasse,
The which to him doth far unequall yeares,
And also far unlike conditions has;
For she does joy to play emongst her peares,

And to be free from hard restraint and gealous feares.

But he is old, and withered like hay,
Unfit faire Ladies service to supply;
The privie guilt whereof makes him alway
Suspect her truth, and keepe continuall spy
Upon her with his other blincked eye;
Ne suffreth he resort of living wight
Approch to her, ne keepe her company,
But in close bowre her mewes from all mens sight,

Depriv'd of kindly joy and naturall delight.

Malbecco he, and Hellenore she hight,
Unfitly yokt together in one teeme,
That is the cause, why never any knight
Is suffred here to enter, but he seeme
Such, as no doubt of him he neede misdeeme.
Thereat Sir Satyrane gan smile, and say;
Extremely mad the man I surely deeme,
That weenes with watch and hard restraint to stay

A woman's will, which is disposed to go astray.
(III. ix.3-6)

The narrative here introduces the characters involved

in the "picture" and explains the situation depicted by

such a scene, The actions which take place during the

course of this narrative imply the motto of this "emblem

pattern": one cannot successfully alter another's natural
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disposition. Although this lesson imparts a somewhat

frivolous principle compared to some of the more profound

universal laws with which other lessons deal, the truth

of it cannot be denied. Virtue must be self-taught; it

cannot be imposed.

The allegorical scene in this pattern is diffuse,

a fact that anticipates the progressive dissipation and

near disappearance of "emblem patterns" by Book VI. Rather

than presenting a description of young Hellenore cloistered

in a dark chamber with Malbecco guarding the entrance,

Spenser spreads the information necessary for the reader

to imagine his own picture of the situation over several

stanzas. Although the information involved in describing

these allegorical scenes becomes increasingly disseminated,

the moral lessons extracted from such passages are no less

distinct.

Art consequently consisted in concentrating
upon the significance of the images and not in
confining itself to copying their external
appearances. Hence the role of the emblematic
image in Spenser's poetry. In it . . . the
"moral" is more important than the visual
description which only contributes to it . 6

This observation pertains even more to the "emblem patterns"

in Book IV. Not only are there considerably fewer "pat-

terns"; the quality and clarity of the patterns are

diminished,

"Freeman, Companion, p. 176,
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One of the more discernible "emblem patterns" appears

in Canto II. The theme of this "pattern," although not

directly given as a motto, has been adequately fore-

shadowed by a number of revealing remarks which inform

the reader of the nature of the relationship between

Blandamour and Paridell: "Now with recounting of like

former breaches / Made in their friendship" (IVii.12);

"Forgetfull each to have bene ever others frend" (IV.ii.14);

"Become of fayned friendship which they vow'd afore"

(IV.ii.18). The "emblem pattern" appears in stanza twenty-

nine; the Squire of Dames reconciles Blandamour and Paridell

after one of their frequent disputes, and they resume their

travels:

So well accorded forth they rode together
In friendly sort, that lasted but a while;
And of all old dislikes they made faire weather,
Yet all was forg'd and spred with golden foyle,
That under it hidde hate and hollow guyle.
Ne certes can that friendship long endure,
How ever gay and goodly be the style,
That doth ill cause or evill end enure;

For virtue is the band, that bindeth harts most sure,
(IVii,29)

Unfortunately, Blandamour and Paridell ignore this truism

and continue to squabble throughout the Book, Later, in

Canto IX, Spenser informs the reader of the consequences:

inability to resolve differences of opinion, physical

altercation,and, finally, complete abandonment of one's

friends,
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Cause of their discord, and so fell debate,
Was for the love of that same snowy maid,
Whome they had lost in Turneyment of late,
And seeking long, to weet which way she straid,
Met here together, where through lewd upbraide
Of Ate and Duessa they fell out.,
And each one taking part in others aide,
This cruell conflict raised thereabout,

Whose dangerous successe depended yet in dout.

For sometimes Paridell and Blandamour
The better had, and bet the others backe,
Eftsoones the others did the field recoure,
And on their foes did worke full cruell wracke:
Yet neither would their fiendlike fury slacke,
But evermore their malice did augment;
Till that uneath they forced were for lacke
Of breath, their raging rigour to relent,

And rest themselves for to recover spirits spent.

There gan they change their sides, and new parts take;
For Paridell did take to Druons side,
For old despight, which now forth newly brake
Gainst Blandamour, whom alwaies he envide
And Blandamour to Claribell relide.
So all afresh gan former fight renew.
As when two Barkes, this carried with the tide,
That with the wind, contrary courses sew,

If wind and tide doe change, their courses change anew.

Thenceforth they much more furiously gan fare,
As if but then the battell had begonne,
Ne helmets bright, ne hawberks strong did spare,
That through the clefts the vermeil bloud out sponne,
And all adowne their riven sides did ronne.
Such mortall malice, wonder was to see
In friends profest, and so great outrage donne:
But sooth is said, and tride in each degree,

Faint friends when they fall out, most cruell fomen bee,
(IV.ix.24-27)

This second "emblem pattern" contains a significant

peculiarity: a simile. As stated previously, "emblem

patterns" fade, both in quantity and in quality, as the

poem progresses, their function being fulfilled by the use

of appropriate similes. In this instance, Spenser compares
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the unstable relationship between two friends to an arbi-

trary act of nature: a reversal in the course of a boat

caused by a change in wind or tide. The moral involved

in this simile sounds much like the one given in the pre-

vious "emblem pattern"': a friendship must have a stable

foundation; virtue is the most reliable bond.

Dependence on virtue as the basis of all human judgment

is stressed even more emphatically in Book V. The particu-

lar "emblem pattern" which best illustrates this is found

in Canto II:

For take thy ballaunce, if thou be so wise,
And weigh the winds, that under heaven doth blow;
Or weigh the light, that in the East doth rise;
Or weigh the thought, that from mans mind doth flow.
But if the weight of these thou canst not show,
Weigh but one word which from thy lip doth fall.
For how canst thou those greater secrets know,
That doest not know the least thing of them all?

Ill can he rule the great, that cannot reach the small.
(V.ii.43)

The image here of a balance in which various intan-

gibles are weighed is consistent with the image of Justice

presented throughout the Book; Justice is an indiscriminate

leveller of all things. The theme of impartiality pre-

dominates in Book V, and most of the images found there

reflect the theme. For example, another "emblem pattern"

which stresses uniformity is found just before the "pattern"

cited above:

Of thinges unseene how canst thou deeme aright,
Then answered the righteous Artegall,
Sith thou misdeem'st so much of things in sight?
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What though the sea with waves continuall
Doe eate the earth, it is no more at all:
Ne is the earth the lesse, or loseth ought,
For whatsoever from one place doth fall,
Is with the tide unto another brought:

For there is nothing lost, that may be found, if sought,
(V.ii.39)

The perpetual reciprocal alliance between sea and shore

"pictured" in this "pattern" is analogous to the reciprocal

association between Justice and Power which Spenser tries

to define throughout Book V.

As the lessons become increasingly important to the

peaceful existence of all mankind, the truth becomes

increasingly difficult to express because it depends on

individual probity. Perhaps the clearest expression of

this paradoxical situation can be found in an "emblem

pattern" in the final complete Book. Timias and Serena,

wounded by the Blatant Beast, have been left by Arthur

with a hermit who attends to their injuries.

One day, as he was searching of their wounds,
He found that they had festred privily,
And ranckling inward with unruly stounds,
The inner parts now gan to putrify,
That quite they seem'd past helpe of surgery,
And rather needed to be disciplinde
With holesome reede of sad sobriety,
To rule the stubborne rage of passion blinde:

Give salves to every sore, but counsell to the minde.

So taking them apart into his cell,
He to that point fit speaches gan to frame,
As he the art of words knew wondrous well,
And eke could doe, as well as say the same,
And thus he to them sayd; Faire daughter Dame,
And you faire sonne, which here thus long now lie
In piteous langour, since ye hither came,
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In vaine of me ye hope for remedie,
And I likewise in vaine doe salves to you applie,

For in your self youre onely helpe doth lie,
To heal your selves, and must proceed alone
From your owne will, to cure your maladie.
Who can him cure, that will be cur'd of none?

(VI.vi,5-7)

Courtsey, the most important virtue to the successful

functioning of society as a whole, is at once the most

personal, for it depends completely on the moral integrity

of the individual. Thus, the paradox. Spenser must con-

vince his reader of this, and- in doing so, he must rely

on all the methods of instruction available to him; and,

if necessary, he must develop new methods, of which the

"emblem pattern" is one.

Of course, these "emblem patterns" are not the only

ones which appear throughout The Faerie Queene. These

particular "patterns," however, demonstrate the closest

affinity to the emblem's basic structure and purpose, and

they represent most completely a translation of the pic-

torial and rhetorical aspects of the emblem into a liter-

ary form,



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

Although an aesthetic theory has been advanced for

emblematists which holds that emblem writers and poets

function under completely different assumptions, some

critics insist that a vivid verbal image is an abstraction

from visually apprehended reality and that any superiority

of a poetical presentation over a pictorial presentation

rests on the basis of skill, not of medium,1

Statements such as these, however, emphasize the dis-

crepancy between the literary and critical assumptions made

by sixteenth-century man in contrast to those made by his

modern counterpart. Implied in these remarks is the

basic dichotomy between picture and poem which has plagued

modern man's understanding of the emblem genre. What one

must reconcile himself to if he is to understand emblem

literature as Renaissance man did is the fact that for the

Renaissance author of emblems, picture and poem were really

one and the same. Both were metaphors, the only difference

being that one was visually intelligible, the other verbally

intelligible. Certain elements were common to both picture

'Hill, p. 265,

84
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and poem, particularly a concern with allegorical relation-

ships and didacticism.

The emblem, above all other literary efforts, repre-

sents a complete synthesis of allegorical imagery, pictorial

technique, and didactic purpose, the very same elements

which make the allegorical representations in Edmund

Spenser's The Faerie Queene memorable. Spenser's alle-

gorical method is similar in many ways to that of the

emblematist: allegorical images and their meanings are

clearly identifiable, the likenesses being established

point by point; images usually take the form of similes

which stress the visual qualities of the figures or scenes

depicted; the allegorical images usually have their

qualities externalized; images are recognizable by their

outward appearance; and all are presented in detail until

their significance is clear.2 This undeniable resemblance

between the creations of the emblem writer and Spenser is

remarked in critical works as early as Henry Green's, in

which Spenser was mentioned as the one poet whose works

demonstrate most profoundly the influence of emblem tech-

nique. Green's hypothesis that Spenser viewed Geffrey

Whitney's A Choice of Emblemes (1586) in manuscript form

has been regarded as a pronouncement justifying the

2 Freeman, Emblem Books, pp. 103-09.
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subsequent development in literary criticism which links

emblem and Spenser inextricably,'

The same problems that plague emblem criticism ulti-

mately plague the criticism of Spenser's poetry. The

situation is understandable: critics cannot use the term

"emblematic" in reference to Spenser's style with any

credibility if the term on which that concept is based

remains misunderstood. The recent trend in emblem criticism

causes both statisfaction and concern. On the one hand,

critics.have clarified the term "emblem." The suggestion

that the term be applied only to a literary genre goes far

in eliminating confusion. Irrefutably, emblems consist

of three basic parts: a motto which states the theme, an

allegorical picture which develops the theme by presenting

the conceit in concrete symbols, and a short didactic poem

which expands the motto by elucidating the accompanying-

picture and then applying the principle stated in the

motto to the life of the reader and, by extension, all men.

This precise definition of the term "emblem" allows for a

standard by which to judge the emblem's influence on other

genres,

On the other hand, in establishing a uniform termi-

nology with which to describe emblem philosophy and tech-

nique, critics ignore the necessity of applying terms in

3Whitney, p. lxvi.
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a manner consistent with their use in the sixteenth or

seventeenth century rather than the twentieth, The most

extreme distortion of the meaning of the term "emblematic"

comes from equating it with pictorial effects. Rudolf

Gottfried's opinion that critics disproportionately

glorify the visual appeal of Spenser's allegorical

images is somewhat overstated:

Pictorial interest . . . is actually a minor
ingredient of Spenser's art, an adjunct of that
intellectual and, in that widest sense, reflective
content which lies at the center of his poetry. . .P
The truth is that nine tenths of Spenser's imagery
is addressed to the ear rather than to the eye and
therefore picture galleries which some would-be
curators have gathered from his book inevitably
misrepresent the character of the whole; . . . all
that such an anthology can give us is a fallacious
sense that the pictorial element is an important,
if not the most important, aspect of his poetry.

Although Gottfried errs in his insensitivity to the

role played by vivid imagery in poems such as The Faerie

Queene, his opinion is pertinent to some extent. If one

analyzes The Faerie Queene with the intention of reaching

a conclusion about its emblematic qualities, an emphasis

on pictorial technique to the exclusion of a regard for

other techniques is certainly a mistake. One must always

return to the philosophy which guided not only emblem

writers but all Renaissance authors and which dictated

4 Rudolf Gottfried, "The Pictorial Element in Spenser's
Poetry," ELH, 19 (1952), 212.
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that all elements of a work of art react organically with

one another to produce a unified, cohesive whole.

In developing criteria for the application of the

term "emblematic" to Spenser's The Faerie Queene, this

thesis has demonstrated that the appearance of "emblem

patterns" is adequate proof of Spenser's modification

of emblem technique. Certainly the method of describing

allegorical figures point by point parallels the method

of the emblem writer in "moralizing" his engraving, The

explicit statement of a moral epithet is also reminiscent

of the emblem writer's clear didactic statement. However,

the appearance of only one of these characteristics in a

poetic passage should not be regarded as sufficient proof

of the "emblematic" quality of that portion of the poem,

Indeed, labelling a poem "emblematic" on only fragmentary

evidence that a direct relationship exists constitutes a

distortion of the emblem's role as a literary influence,

Obviously, "emblem patterns" do not always appear

complete; some modification is acceptable as long as the

two basic ingredients, picture and moral statement, appear

in combination. It is significant that "emblem patterns"

are considerably more numerous and considerably more dis-

tinct and complete in the earlier books of The Faerie

Queen than in the later books. One can only speculate

about the reason for this, Since the allegory of The
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Faerie Queene becomes progressively weaker throughout the

poem, the disappearance of "emblem patterns" is under-

standable. Spenser seems to have used a recognizable body

of imagery in the early books as a means of insuring the

popularity of his undertaking. As original characteriza-

tions and images replace those which belong to the "alle-

gorical tableau," similes replace "emblem patterns" in

frequency of appearance. The end result is that explicitly

didactic statements such as those found at the end of

emblems are eliminated, the moral truth being taught by

example rather than by precept. This change in emphasis

seems consistent with Spenser's purpose as stated in his

"Letter to Raleigh": "So much more profitable and gratious

is doctrine by ensample, then by rule." 5

Intention, structure, and technique, then, serve as the

basis for the affinity between emblems and certain poetic

passages. Although it would be misleading to refer to these

"emblem patterns" as "emblems," their undeniably strong

structural resemblance to emblems seems to verify Spenser's

adaptation of the emblem format to a literary treatment.

Their existence in The Faerie Queene is an indication, not

only of Spenser's genius, but of the pervasive, yet little

understood, influence of this peculiar genre on other forms

of literature produced in the Renaissance.

5Spenser, p. 407.
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